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Nowadays, in most countries, greenhouses and
freezers ensure that food is available all year round.
Even so, farmers are relieved when the harvest is
safely gathered in.
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Harvest festivals are
important times of
thanksgiving around
the world. The
growing of crops is
sheer hard work.
From the time the
land is prepared for
planting right up
until the time harvest
is complete. It’s no
wonder people want
to celebrate harvest!

The boughs shake and the bells ring.
So merrily comes our harvest in,
Our harvest in, our harvest in,
So merrily comes our harvest in.
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Hip, hip, hip, harvest home!
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We have ploughed and we have sowed,
We have reaped and we have mowed,
We have brought home every load,
We’ve got our harvest in.
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Many countries hold
Harvest Festivals to
celebrate bringing in
the harvest. In North
America, a similar
celebration took place
in 1621 when the
pilgrims who had
crossed from Europe
gathered their first
harvest. However, the
early settlers hadn’t
always succeeded.
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The lack of a good harvest
can mean the difference
between life and death. If the
crops fail, people starve.
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The early settlers found this to be true. When they
arrived in America almost half of them died of
starvation because they hadn’t had chance to plant
seeds and grow crops.
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After they arrived in America, the
remaining settlers had to work
hard to plant and tend their crops.
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The following
year, families
gave thanks for
the good harvest
which meant
that they would
survive.
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Since it is a public
holiday for the whole
nation, many
communities organise
parties and sporting
events are popular.
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Christians celebrate with harvest festivals. Thanks
are given to God for the year’s crops and children
are invited to bring some items of food such as
fresh fruit and vegetables or, tinned foods that will
keep longer. Some of the fresh foods might have
been grown in the children’s gardens.
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This Thanksgiving
celebration became a
popular custom and
in 1798, President George
Washington said that
one day each year should
be officially kept as
‘Thanksgiving Day’.
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By 1941 Thanksgiving Day was ‘fixed’ as the fourth
Thursday in November.
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Thank you, our heavenly
Father, for harvest time:
for ripe fruit in the
orchards and berries in
the hedges;
for the vegetable harvest
and all food gathered in and
stored for winter days.
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Turkey and pumpkin pie are
traditional Thanksgiving
foods, and family members
try to get together to
celebrate on that date.
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It’s not quite the same in Britain as it is in America.
Unless you are a farmer, a Christian, or someone
who happens to visit a school between September
and October, harvest is hardly noticeable at all.
Some farmers give parties for their workers to
thank them for their hard work over the year. Some
fishermen also do this.
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The produce collected at church services (and at
school harvest assemblies) is given to people in the
community who would appreciate it and make
good use of it.

Some churches
are decorated
with produce to
make a colourful
display.
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It’s traditional for bread to
be made in the shape of a
wheat sheaf to symbolise
the harvesting of the crop.
This bread is given to the
church to be displayed.
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There are many other celebrations of harvest all
over the world by different faith communities
and at different times of the year. They take
place at different times of the year because of
the different climates around the world.
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Some food crops
such as bananas
won’t grow in
Britain because
our climate is not
hot enough.
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The festival was very colourful. After the ceremony
there was a procession and a banquet followed by
dancing. The Emperor of Japan then presented
some of the year’s harvest at a sacred altar at
midnight.
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This painting
shows a yam
ceremony in
Ghana in 1817.
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What do
these
harvest
festivals
have in
common
with ours?
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You might see labels for
Jamaica,
Jamaica Colombia, India and
the Dominican Republic as well
as many more countries.

In Japan, the Japanese festival of
Labour Thanksgiving Day doesn’t
sound as though it has anything
to do with harvest at all but ……..
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All of these countries are much warmer than ours, that’s
why we don’t have a banana harvest!

Now, Labour Thanks Giving Day celebrates the
success of all Japanese workers and is marked by a
public holiday.
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Workers in the rice fields
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During the festival, the yams are taken from the
ground and carried to the village where they are
blessed. The festival ends with a big feast. People
dance and sing to the sounds of drums.
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If you look carefully at the labels
on bananas or on the supermarket
shelves you will see that bananas
come from many different counties.

Wheat is all cut,
Oats safe in the bag,
Barley just ripe,
Tractor zig zags
Bumping downhill
Trailer with beans
And at the wheel
Girl in blue jeans,
In orchard below,
Baskets of plums
Wait under trees
Till fruit lorry comes.
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Long ago, celebrations were
held at the end of the autumn
rice harvest. People believed
that the rice was protected by
spirits while it grew so, a
special ceremony was held
to honour the spirits.
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In West Africa, the Yam Harvest is celebrated in
August or September. In Ghana the Yam Festival
lasts three days. Many years ago, part of the new
crop was offered to the ‘god of the yam’ who people
thought was responsible for the growth of the yams.
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The people gave thanks to
the god of the land to
encourage good harvests.

A yam is a large
root vegetable.
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Harvest is in.
And home go the growers,
The pickers, the mowers;
Let dancing begin
At the end of the day
Now harvest is in.
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A Harvest Home poem by Leonard Clark.
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